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Sue Donohoe, vice president of Division I women’s basketball
with the NCAA, was on the coaching staff of Louisiana
Tech when the first women’s Final Four took place in
Norfolk, Virginia in 1982. Total weekend attendance was

less than 10,000, with ticket prices as low as $1.50.
Alfreeda Goff, senior associate commissioner with the Horizon

League and tournament manager for the 2005 event co-hosted by
the league and Butler University, served on the tournament selection
committee from 1989-94. She recalls the 1988 Final Four in Tacoma,
Washington, “When we couldn’t give tickets away.”

In the first week of April, nearly 29,000 people packed the RCA
Dome (at $130 a ticket) for both sessions of the 24th women’s Final
Four. Entering the year, the Indianapolis Convention & Visitors
Association used a conservative $17 million figure in estimating the
event would have the fifth highest local economic impact of 2005.

The economic benefits go far beyond sold-out hotels, crowded
restaurants and busy shopping malls. With the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) moving its headquarters to Indianapolis
in 1999, a number of companies have gained additional business
opportunities. They were able to show off their work close to home at
the women’s Final Four, and in some cases are able to do so around
the country at other NCAA championships.

Design and print
Athletic affiliations are no stranger to Frank Hancock. After all,

the printing company he formed in 1986 is called Sport Graphics. As
the company has grown over the years and increased its services, it
has formed a partnership with the NCAA that extends well beyond Indiana’s borders.

Dean Johnson is an Indianapolis design firm that opened its doors in 1987. It too has evolved,
serving as the “creative resource” for its clients. The two companies have worked together on
various projects in the past. Now, they are true partners in helping craft and execute what Donohoe
calls the “look and feel” of communities as they host NCAA championships.

The Final Four is synonymous with basketball. The Frozen Four, another early April tradition,
is the NCAA hockey championship. What does Donohoe mean by look and feel?

LLooggooss.. Dean Johnson entered its role for the 2005 women’s Final Four with the logo already
designed. But it has already created the 2006 men’s and women’s Final Four logos that will be
on display in Indianapolis (men’s) and Boston (women’s).

“We had to pick up somebody else’s logo design and adapt it for the credential badges, tickets,
everything associated with the event. One of our first jobs with the NCAA was the 2006 logos,”
notes Scott Johnson, one of the company’s principals, speaking in late March. Colleague Darrin
Brooks adds, “The minute this event is done, we’ll begin planning for 2006.”

SSiiggnnaaggee.. That includes multiple signs and banners inside and outside the RCA Dome, at hotels
and restaurants, at the airport, 600 street pole banners,
along fencing at several downtown construction sites,
around skyways and more.

Tye Hollis, vice president of signage and display,
came to Sport Graphics this year from Atlanta, where
he worked for a large sign company. Among his past
assignments was the 1996 Summer Olympics.

“We’re the only ones working on this throughout
the entire city,” he explains. “You almost never get a
chance to do something like this. That is what really
drew me here to this company – a chance to do it all.”

TThhee  cchhaannddeelliieerr.. No one is sure when it debuted,
but a new fixture in Final Four décor is an elaborate –
described by Hollis as a dozen 4-foot-wide panels
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Dean Johnson’s Scott Johnson
(left) and Darrin Brooks welcome
the challenges and opportunities
that come with working closely
with the NCAA, while design
work (top) takes place for
hockey’s Frozen Four.

Tye Hollis, with Angela
Hancock, brought his signage
and display expertise to Sport
Graphics earlier this year. 
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(each between two and three feet long) – item hanging high
above the court from the roof of the facility. The Sport Graphics
team was able to make the job a little more manageable,
reducing the weight from as much as 600 pounds to 157.

Not convinced yet that the look and feel is important. The
NCAA has a book outlining a “look package” that host cities
are obligated to utilize. The goal is to localize the package to
reflect the community.

“We really transform an area for four or five days,”
Donohoe offers. “It’s great to see how the local organizing
committee comes back with how they can brand this, in this
case give it an Indianapolis brand and an Indiana brand.” 

Goff adds that she and other members of the local committee
traveled to New Orleans for last year’s women’s Final Four.
They picked up some good ideas, including arena maps and
directional/informational signage “that helps make it user-friendly.
But I’ve seen some places where you say, ‘Oh, it’s just another
event in the city.’ We weren’t going to take this for granted –
it’s (more than) just another sporting event.”

Sport Graphics owner Hancock reasons, “The best part
is that we’re involved in very visible functions and events.
The people we work with don’t look at us as a printer. We’re
involved with planning. They come to us for ideas. It’s neat
when you see your work on TV.”

As Dean Johnson moves forward in its relationship with
the NCAA, the door is open to additional opportunities. While
serving primarily as a graphics firm thus far, it also works

extensively in the marketing area with many of its other clients.
“The more we do, the more they’re pleased,” Johnson comments. “As we go forward, maybe

it will evolve as far as how much we put into the look package (for each event) before handing
it off to the host city.”

Broad-based work
The Final Fours may be the high-profile events, but both firms are doing far more in their

contracts with the NCAA. There are 88 NCAA championships in the various divisions. Rulebooks
and policy manuals are developed each quarter for national distribution. Sport Graphics has been
involved from day one.

“When the city made the pitch for the NCAA, I made some commitments,” Hancock recalls.

A great deal of work went into producing the chandelier that was
on display for the women’s Final Four (Courtesy NCAA Photos).

Adding Up the Dollars

Determining the economic impact of a major event
on a city’s economy is not a simple proposition.
Bob Schultz, director of communications and

public relations for the Indianapolis Convention and
Visitors Association (ICVA), gives some guidelines.

Single events, such as an Indianapolis Colts or Pacers
game, rely on per-day spending totals on items such as parking,
food and beverages, souvenirs and, in most cases, tickets.
Multi-day activities (e.g., the Final Four) bring in hotel rooms,
more extensive food and beverage expenditures and shopping,
but typically do not include the cost of attending the event.
These basic principles have been established by the International
Association of Conventions and Visitors Bureaus.

Prior to the women’s Final Four, Schultz gave what he
called a conservative estimate of a $17 million economic
impact. Atlanta in 2003 and San Antonio a year earlier had
estimated local benefits of between $26 million and $32 million
for the same event. Why the lower number this year?

“Other cities had commissioned economic impact studies,”
Schultz explains. “That is a research-driven analysis of direct
visitor spending. It includes workers employed because of those
events, corporate spending and more.”

Indianapolis commissioned such a study for the 2000 men’s
Final Four, which revealed an influx of between $29 million
and $31 million into the local economy. A similar study will
take place for the women’s event. No matter the year or type of
calculation utilized, Schultz says any Final Four will be among
the top events coming to the city.

Leading the way in 2005 for Indianapolis is a weeklong Church
of the Nazarene assembly, expected to bring 40,000 delegates and
close to $40 million to the city. The next three on the list are
annual trade shows anticipated to result in a combined impact of
more than $90 million. The three are the Gen Con video gaming
convention, CEDIA (Custom Electronic Design & Installation
Association) and the annual Fire Department Instructors Conference.

Schultz points out that all are in jeopardy without an
expansion of the Convention Center. CEDIA, which moves to
Denver after 2005, and the Performance Racing Industry show
have pledged to return with the expansion. Other large events
are looking at alternative sites.
Resource: Bob Schultz, Indianapolis Convention &
Visitors Association, at (317) 639-4772 or www.indy.org
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“There was nothing guaranteed about it. But right on the heels
of that, we had the National Federation of State High School
Associations come in. That brought a lot of work in the spring
and summer, leading up to supplying schools for the next fall.
It was outside the football, basketball, hockey season that is
already so busy.

“That work with the NCAA led to relationships with others,”
he continues. “We do a lot of work with colleges as a result. We
don’t have to go through proving ourselves to them. I won’t
say we do 100% of the stuff for the NCAA, but we probably
do 99%. (For the Final Four, for example, it’s everything but
game programs and tickets). We’re set up for them. We’re

based here, we can work 24 hours a day. We don’t have to go
outside this building to get anything done.”

Hancock has emphasized diversification in recent years.
The signage department, distribution services, in-house editing
and publishing, and mailing services are among the additions.
Its call-in center handled all the ticket sales for the Solheim
Cup women’s golf event coming to Indianapolis in September.
Sport Graphics has acquired three companies over the years, not
for the additional business but for the people and the equipment.

There have been numerous economic challenges in the
printing business in recent times. The expansive facility on the
east side of Indianapolis was leveled by a tornado in September

People, Hospitality Produce ‘Wow’ Experience

One simple question: Why is Indianapolis such a
successful host of NCAA and other sporting events?

The answer: People.
“Our volunteer base (estimated at 800 to 900, with 23

working committees in place for 18 months prior to the event)
is one of the best in collegiate sports,” remarks Alfreeda Goff,
senior associate commissioner with the Horizon League and
tournament manager for the 2005 Final Four. “It’s the total
commitment this community has to anything it does, whether
it’s sports, the arts or whatever. There’s total buy-in to providing
the best possible experience for people coming into the city.”

The commitment extends from the volunteers, to state
and local government, and the business community. Local
corporate contributors are WellPoint, Bank One, Clarian
Hospitals, Eli Lilly & Company and St. Vincent’s
Health. Goff says state Rep. Carolene Mays, new
Indiana Sports Corp. president Susan Williams,
Yvonne Shaheen of Long Electric Co. and others
were actively involved throughout the planning.

Sue Donohoe, vice president of Division 1
women’s basketball for the NCAA, says there are
a number of factors taken into account during the
bidding process for national championship events.

“We look at getting teams and fans in and
out, the community’s history hosting major
events, the business community, the hosts and
their experience and key personnel,” she lists.
“The vision is that the business community will
put its arms around the event. Downtown needs
to be conducive to a festive tournament atmosphere,
and that is certainly the case here.”

Many decisions about the Final Four are made
by the local organizing committee (LOC). One was to have fan
gathering spots for each of the four participating schools at
downtown restaurants. With Coca-Cola as an NCAA corporate
champion, however, the potential locations had to be limited
to those serving Coke products.

The LOC spent three years putting together all of the
Final Four details. It wanted to be sure, Goff says, to treat it
differently than the previous men’s events. That included

player autograph sessions in conjunction with the open
practices, youth instruction clinics that focus on life skills in
addition to athletic abilities and the Circle City Dribble that
featured thousands of people dribbling their way from
NCAA headquarters to the RCA Dome.

Speaking before the games, she said the goal was for
people – fans, participants, visitors – leaving Indianapolis
to stop and say, “Wow!”

Donahue is a Louisiana native who spent most of her
career at various colleges and conferences in the southern
part of the United States. She and other NCAA staff members
saved a great deal of travel time by having the 2005 Final
Four down the road instead of across the country.

“It’s neat to have it in our home city. Six and a half years

ago, if you would have said I would be in Indianapolis in
early March getting ready for the Final Four, I would have
said ‘No way.’ The South thinks it has a hold on the market
for warm hospitality. But Hoosier hospitality and Indiana
basketball – this is what it’s all about,” she concludes.
Resources: Alfreeda Goff at (317) 237-5627 or
www.horizonleague.org
Sue Donohoe at (317) 917-6222 or www.ncaa.org

Volunteer efforts, along with great basketball, help deliver an exciting atmosphere
inside the RCA Dome (Courtesy NCAA Photos).



2002. That hasn’t slowed Sport Graphics.
Hancock admits that he was able to replace some older

equipment, but what the tornado did was “kick everybody in the
pants to pick it up a notch. Right before that, we had gotten into
the signs as many of our existing print customers were buying
signs from someone else. At the same time we decided to go
into distribution. I do believe at some point printing will be
done. We knew we had to diversify, balance the whole pie.”

Getting it right
Sport Graphics works with all the professional sports teams

in the city. Hancock opened an office in Colorado Springs in
1994 to help secure the work of large
national governing bodies in swimming and
figure skating. The company has worked
with a number of U.S. Olympic teams. 

“The NCAA is very demanding. That’s
the nature of the organization, the nature
of the business,” Hancock contends. “The
thing in sports printing is that you don’t
deliver the football program on Monday
morning. But we’re so much more a partner
than a customer. We’re working on an
online ordering and tracking system in
their building. If it meets their demands,
we can adapt it for our other customers.”

Johnson also uses the word demanding
in looking at the relationship. Representatives
of both businesses have already taken site
visits to Orlando, the site of the 2007 NCAA convention.

“The scope of the projects has been one of the biggest
challenges. There are multiple people in the approval process,”
Johnson reports. He cites the floor design for the women’s Final
Four having to be “tweaked” about 10 different times, but says
that’s part of the job.

Brooks notes, “We’re helping support the NCAA brand,

getting the word out there. It’s
great to put their name on our
portfolio list, and so many people
seeing the work we do.”

Both companies have a
diverse client base. Since its start
18 years ago, Dean Johnson has
worked with Eli Lilly. Kiwanis
International and the Indiana
Criminal Justice Institute are
recent clients that have relied
on the firm for its marketing
expertise. The work with the
NCAA has led, however, to the
addition of an account manager
and hiring full-time designers to
do some of the work previously
completed by freelancers.

Despite the heavy NCAA
workload, it accounts for less

than 15% of Sport Graphics’ business. The company portfolio
is 80% related to sports, but it is looking to grow its corporate
business. “We’re very grateful for what we do with them,”
Hancock notes. “I’d hate to see the NCAA ever leave. If it did,
we would have to adjust, but we would still survive.”

Special gift
A number of other companies benefit from the presence of

the NCAA and the activities it brings to the city. Those relationships
will only grow as a result of an unprecedented contract that will
bring a rotating series of events – both men’s and women’s basketball
Final Fours, early-round NCAA tournament action and the NCAA

convention – to Indianapolis through 2039.
Two relatively new beneficiaries are Keltner

& Associates in Carmel and Windsor Jewelry
Company in Indianapolis.

Keltner is in its second year as an internal
licensee for the NCAA, giving it the right to use the
NCAA logo on various promotional items. For the
women’s Final Four, Keltner produced approximately
15,000 headbands and 6,000 wristbands for the
Hoop City fan showcase. VIP and media gifts
included custom-woven leather blankets, leather
computer bags with an embossed logo, coaster
sets with the event logo and custom picture frames.
It is authorized for all items except apparel.

The company is in its second year working with
the NCAA. Sales representative Lilia Hutchinson
says, “It’s an incredible amount of business, about

$500,000 a year. We do a lot of student-athlete gifts, conference
championship and holiday gifts. We work with some of their
corporate sponsors.”

A special gift for the 60 participants in the women’s Final
Four was designed by Windsor Jewelers. Greg Bires says the
NCAA sought an item that featured a redesigned basketball
logo and included the city, year and fact that it was an NCAA
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The NCAA strives to bring a coordinated
“look and feel” to its championships.
Even the construction area (background
right) around the new Simon Property
Group headquarters receives a basketball
makeover.

Women’s Final Four participants
received this special gift designed by
Windsor Jewelers.

Continued on page 54
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Resources: Frank Hancock, Sport Graphics, at (317) 899-7000
or www.sportg.com

Scott Johnson and Darrin Brooks, Dean Johnson, at (317)
634-8020 or www.deanjohnson.com

Greg Bires, Windsor Jewelry Company at (317) 634-6736

Lilia Hutchinson, Keltner & Associates, at (317) 844-0510
or www.keltner-inc.com

championship “without it getting too cluttered. 
“I came up with the idea, and it was approved. We had it

produced domestically,” he relates. “It can be worn as a pendant
or charm. There are only 60 in the world. They’re not being
sold as a souvenir.”

It was the first time Windsor, located in downtown since 1919,
worked with the NCAA. Bires describes it as a “cool experience”
and hopes it leads to more in the future. Previous Final Fours,
he says, have generated strong traffic in the store as visitors take
time to shop between the games and the other basketball events.

Hutchinson terms it a strong relationship between Keltner
and the NCAA. “It’s great that they work with us because
we’re local. It keeps the business here in Indiana.”

NCAA
Continued from page 18


